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Draft 11:15:04

TEASER
INT. CAR - DAY

....

CAMERA in the back seat, only one person in the car, THE
DRIVER, we see only the back of his head and a little bit of
his face in the rear view mirror. BUT HE DRIVES FAST.
Out the windows New York City WHIPS BY. His radio is on.
RADIO NEWS ANNOUNCER
Four more soldiers killed today
when their convoy was ambushed._
The Driver slows enough for the blur outside the window to
focus. There is a MAN in a SANTA SUIT running down the
sidewalk, pacing the car.
RADIO NEWS ANNOUNCER
In the Rose Garden, the President
restated his resolve to see -the
conflict through. And here on...
SANTA looks into the car, screams something WE CANNOT hear
through the noise, window and white beard and then POINTS for
the driver to speed up and go faster. The Driver does.
RADIO NEWS ANNOUNCER
the streets of New York, expect
massive tie-ups as two days of
scheduled anti-war protests begin.
OUT THE WINDOW now, another man running down the sidewalk, 19
year old LESTER. This is who Santa is chasing.
RADIO NEWS ANNOUNCER
You give us 22 minutes, we'll give
you the world.
ON THE SIDEWALK, Lester sprints down an alley, the Driver
swerves after him BUT THE ALLEY is blocked by a GARBAGE
TRUCK. The Driver stomps on the brakes, jams the car into a
park and jumps from the car onto...
CUT TO:
EXT. NEW YORK CITY STREET - CONTINUOUS
The garbage truck blocking the alley, Santa still half a
block down and all around, New York but...
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DRIVER (V.O.)
The Rose Garden is the same but the
President's name was Nixon, the
"conflict" was Viet Nam. And this
ia New York, 1970.

2.

.. .

Santa is running fast,- screaming as he goes.
SANTA
Get him! Get him!
"Him" being Lester who ran down the alley. The Driver, SONNY,
runs after him. The guy in the Santa suit, POPEYE, just
behind him. Sonny chases Lester down the alley.
SONNY (V.O.)
The guy in the Santa suit was the
second youngest man ever to be made
Detective First Grade in the New
York City Police Department...
Lester is up on a dumpster and then from there to the fire
escape. Lester is fast. Sonny is up on the dumpster and then
to the fire escape. Lester a flight above Sonny as Popeye
rounds the corner into the alley and draws his .38
Sonny climbs after Lester as, down in the alley, Popeye lets
off a few "WARNING SHOTS" from his .38 ... Bam, Bam...
SONNY (V.O.)
Popeye used his gun as a noisemaker...
POPEYE
STOP! POLICE!
ONE MORE WARNING SHOT from below... Bam...
SONNY (V.O.)
On the range, he couldn't shoot for
crap... but out here.
TWO MORE WARNING SHOTS from Popeye. This time they both
ricochet off the fire escape JUST MISSING SONNY.
SONNY (V.O.)
It was because of Popeye the
department would soon see fit to
outlaw the UBe of warning shots.
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LESTER
(whispering)
Mr.... Mr. Doyle.

s.

POPEYE
What'd you say?
LESTER
Mr. Doyle. You're Mr. Doyle.
Popeye sees the heroin bundles in Sonny's hand.
SONNY
(to Popeye)
You almost shot me out there on the
fire escape.
POPEYE
Not even close.
Popeye has his cuffs out and begins to put them on Lester.
LESTER
It was close, man, you almost shot
the both of us.
SONNY AND POPEYE
(to Lester)
Shut up.
Lester is cuffed and Popeye drags him toward the door.
LESTER
Where you taking me?
"POPEYE
Well, Lester, we found this here
heroin in your apartment which
under New York law constitutes
possession.
LESTER
That the truth, Mr. Doyle?
What does Lester know?.
POPEYE
Yeah, that's the truth...
LESTER
But it ain't my apartment, so it
ain't my poesession.
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SONNY
(not liking thiB)
Yeah, whose apartment is it?

5.

,...

LESTER
It's my mothers.
OLD WOMAN'S VOICE
Lester?
They all turn to see the little old woman, LESTER'S MOTHER,
standing terrified in the bedroom doorway.
LESTER'S MOTHER
Lester? What's going on?
Lester smiles at Popeye... "gotcha".
POPEYE
Not your possession?
LESTER
No, sir, Mr. Doyle, it sure ain't.
Seeing how it ain't my apartment.
Lester's Mother has come out of the bedroom doorway. Sonny
looks from her to the hallway, more on-lookers now.
Popeye uncuffs Lester but still holds onto him.
POPEYE
(to Sonny)
Cuff her.
SONNY
What?
POPEYE
Cuff her, Sonny. It's her
apartment. It's her junk.
LESTER'S MOTHER
Lester?
LESTER
They wouldn't do it, Ma...
POPEYE
CUFF HER, SONNY.
Sonny takes out his cuffs and moveB to the old woman, she
begins to tremble and cry.
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LESTER'S MOTHER
Lester?
SONNY (V.O.)
This is the part I hated. Like if
we had to serve a warrant, I'd take
the guy on the street. But Popeye,
he'd wait until the guy gets home.
Not happy about it, Sonny cuffs the crying old woman. Lester
tries to go for her but Popeye bashes him against the wall.
POPEYE
Her apartment. Her junk, Lester.
SONNY (V.O.)
Popeye would take the guy in hia
apartment, every time, with the
kids crying and the wife pulling
her hair because the neighbors
would watch. Make them afraid,
Popeye would say. Make them think
you're crazier than they are. Mr.
Doyle will come for you in your
apartment, make your wife and kids
cry. Mr. Doyle will cuff your mom.
Sonny begins to lead Lester's cuffed mom toward the door.
LESTER'S MOTHER
Lester1 Lester they are arresting
me. They're taking me away. LESTER!
LESTER
Ma!
POPEYE
Her apartment, her junk, Lester.
LESTER
MA!
The poor old woman is crying hard, the neighbors are looking,
the hall packed with them.' Sonny nearly to the door.
LESTER
It's mine. It's my junk.
And Popeye smiles. Sonny uncuffs Lester's Mother.
SONNY (V.O.)
Mr. Doyle.
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Popeye slaps the cuffs on Lester and leads him to the door.
The neighbors look at Popeye with anger but they GET OUT. OF
HIS WAY as he leads Lester past them.
SONNY (V.O.)
The second youngest man ever to be
made Detective First Grade. I was
the first.
Sonny takes a last look at Lester's Mother.
CUT TO:
EXT. PRECINCT HOUSE - NIGHT
Popeye and Sonny stand on the steps in the cold night. Popeye
is back in street clothes, suit and tie.
POPEYE
Where you headed?
SONNY
Home.
POPEYE
Home? It'8 early still. Let's go
get a drink.
SONNY
Popeye, we've been going 23
straight hours.
POPEYE
One drink.
Sonny thinks about it.
POPEYE
Come on, it's early.
Popeye digs into hie pocket and comes out with a piece of
paper, SOME KIND OF LIST, he runs his finger down it.
POPEYE
Swiss Air lands at 8:15, they'll be
at the Hotel Roosevelt by 9:30.
The partners look at each other. Popeye mouths "Swiss Air".
CUT TO:
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INT. HOTEL ROOSEVELT - NIGHT
Popeye and Sonny on stake-out in the lobby. Popeye sees *
something through the door, looks at Sonny and says...
POPEYE
Here we go.
Sonny looks to the door as it opens and in they come... five
SWISS AIR STEWARDESSES, go-go boots, little skirts, with
their cute little flight bags and perfect skin.
As they move across the lobby Popeye walks over to intercept
them, he has his jacket open so his .38 and GOLD DETECTIVE'S
SHIELD are plainly seen.
He stops before the Lead Stewardess and smiles at her.
POPEYE
Excuse me, Miss, I'd like to talk
to you about those boots.
She sees his badge and gun. She smiles.
LEAD STEWARDESS
You're a policeman?
POPEYE
That'8 right.
It is on.
SONNY (V.O.)
Cop groupies.
CUT TO:
INT. CROWDED CLUB - LATER THAT NIGHT
Popeye and four Stewardesses packed into a booth. The table
strewn with empty cocktail glasses, a champagne bottle, a
full ashtray. Everyone is VERY DRUNK AND HAPPY.
Nearby, Sonny slow dances with the other Stewardess.
Popeye has a stewardess on each side of him and one on his
lap. He talks to the one on his left...
POPEYE
The Yankees? The New York Yankees?
STEWARDESS
They are a sports team, no?
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POPEYE
Yes. Yes. So they call me up from
the farm team, along with some
other fellas...

...,

THE CAMERA DROPS BELOW the table. The Stewardess on Popeye'a
lap has taken his hand and placed it on her thigh. It does
not interrupt his story, he can do both these things.
POPEYE
One of these other fellas they
called up was a guy named Mickey
Mantle...
UNDER THE TABLE she moves his hand higher, up under her
skirt. Clearly he enjoys this, almost as much as his story.
POPEYE
I was good but... I take one look
at that fella Mantle, put my bat
down, walk off the field, next day
I take the cop test.
UNDER HER skirt she moves hie hand higher. Up to where it is
better than his story. He turns from the girl on his left and
whispers into the ear of the girl on his lap.
CUT TO:
INT. HOTEL ROOSEVELT - STEWARDESSES SUITE - NIGHT
More champagne, more cocktails, more full ashtrays. One of
the Stewardesses is passed out in a chair. One drinks
champagne and watches the TV.
Popeye under the sheets with two of the Stewardesses, his
pants on the floor. One of girls reaches out from under the
sheets and snakes Popeye'8 handcuffs from his pants, brings
them back under the sheets.
POPEYE (FROM UNDER THE SHEETS)
Is this the Swiss way?
STEWARDESS (FROM UNDER THE SHEETS)
But of course.
Sonny in his shirt and boxers, slow dancing with the same
girl from the bar, (who now wears just panties and a bra. She
whispers something to him and leads him to the couch.
BLACK OUT:
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INT. HOTEL ROOSEVELT - STEWARDESSES SUITE - NEXT MORNING
Daylight streams through the windows. No one moves. Everyone
passed out, including Sonny who is under a bedspread on the
floor, that girl next to him. PAINFULLY, Sonny opens one eye
because he hears something.
SONNY'S HUNG-OVER POV: Popeye gets out of the bed, untangling
himself from the sheets and the two girls.
BLACK OUT:
INT. HOTEL ROOSEVELT - STEWARDESSES SUITE - SECONDS LATER
SONNY'S HUNG-OVER POV: Popeye, wrapped in a sheet, walks
across the room.
BLACK OUT:
INT. HOTEL ROOSEVELT - STEWARDESSES SUITE - SECONDS LATER.
SONNY'S HUNG-OVER POV: Popeye reaches for the phone.
BLACK OUT:
INT. HOTEL ROOSEVELT - STEWARDESSES SUITE - SECONDS LATER
SONNY'S HUNG-OVER POV: Popeye speaks into the phone.
POPEYE
It's Popeye, what's going on?
ON SONNY - hearing this he closes his eyes and prays but...
BLACK OUT:
INT. HOTEL ROOSEVELT - STEWARDESSES SUITE - SECONDS LATER
Popeye, standing over Sonny, whispers...
POPEYE
Sonny... Sonny...
Sonny feigns sleep so Popeye leans down and, not too hard,
8laps Sonny across the face. Sonny opens his eyes.
POPEYE
Reggie 3 is dead. Let's go.
BLACK OUT:
END OF TEASER
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ACT ONE
EXT. HOTEL ROOSEVELT - STEWARDESSES SUITE - DAY
Popeye and Sonny come out the door into the hall, still
buttoning buttons and tying ties, IT HAS BEEN A LONG NIGHT.
As they head for the elevator they pass a ROOM SERVICE WAITER
bringing breakfast on a tray to someone. Popeye sticks his
hand into the glass of ice water and pulls out two ice cubes.
He puts them over his eyes and keeps moving for the elevator.
Sonny has taken a small piece of paper from his pocket, he
reads what is written there, smiling a little as...
POPEYE
What the hell is that? Is that a
phone number?
Sonny tries to hide the scrap of paper. The elevator comes*
CUT TO:
INT. ELEVATOR - NEXT MOMENT
POPEYE
What are you going to do with that?
SONNY
Call her?
POPEYE
And...?
SONNY
...talk to her?
Popeye grabs for the paper but Sonny holds him off.
SONNY
She was nice.
CUT TO:
INT. HOTEL ROOSEVELT LOBBY - NEXT MOMENT
Popeye and Sonny cross the lobby.
POPEYE
You going to talk to her about how
she likes being Swiss? What's it
like to be from a neutral country?
How she feels about the Heidi Bowl?
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SONNY (V.O.)
The Heidi Bowl. Like a lot of New
Yorkers, Popeye took that one hard.

...

FLASH CUT TO:
INT.. PRECINCT BUNK ROOM - 1968
A shabby room for rest between shifts, bunk beds, coffee pot
and a crappy TV. A group of uniformed cops and detectives,
including Popeye and Sonny watch the Jet-Raider game on TV.
SONNY (V.O.)
November 17, 1968. Our Jets had the
Raiders 32-29 with 50 seconds to
go. But it was the end of the hour
and even though the score was
close, the network switched over to
the scheduled movie... the one
about the Swiss girl... Heidi.
CLOSE ON THE TV as the image of Joe Namath, Daryle Lamonica,
Fred Biletnikoff, Don Maynard and others is replaced by...
THE TECHNICOLOR MOVIE HEIDI. The LITTLE SWISS GIRL in braids.
The COPS GO BALLISTIC, screaming and yelling in fury.
SONNY (V.O.)
In the next 42 seconds, Oakland
scored two touchdowns to win 43-32.
Popeye grabs the TV and hefts it. He looks at the window.
CUT TO:
EXT. NEW YORK CITY STREET - NEXT MOMENT
And from a few dozen windows, TV sets are ejected, they sail
through the air and smash on the pavement.
BACK TO:
INT. HOTEL ROOSEVELT LOBBY - DAY
Popeye and Sonny push through the doors into...
CUT TO:
EXT. NEW YORK CITY STREET - NEXT MOMENT
The anti-war protest is here, the street clogged with signs,
chanting and rage, like a river of long hair and rhetoric.
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Popeye scratches his head and looks at Sonny.
POPEYE
Where 'd you park the car?
SONNY
You drove.
POPEYE
Oh yeah.
They go down the steps and wade through the protest.
CUT TO:
EXT. HARLEM STREET - DAY
A crime scene. A BLACK MAN SHOT DEAD ON A STOOP, COPS keep onlookers away. Popeye and Sonny pull up, park on the sidewalk.
They walk to the body. A pool of blood around the head.
SONNY (V.O.)
That was Reggie 3. A street dealer.
There were two other Reggies
dealing on this corner. Reggie 1 is
in Attica doing 15 years. Reggie 2,
no one knows what happened to him.
And this is Reggie 3.
A UNIFORMED COP gives them the preliminary report.
UNIFORMED COP
He took two to the back of the
head. No one saw a thing. The Widow
Reggie 3 is in mourning over there.
He points to a 22 YEAR OLD BLACK WOMAN with an 8 month old
baby in her arms. Mother and child both are crying.
Sonny looks to the mother then back to the dead body.
SONNY (V.O.)
Street dealers are either Black or
Puerto Rican, work 111th and 5th or
117th and Madison. And like Reggie
here, they deal to support their
habits and not their families.
Street dealers buy from their Local
Connections...
CAMERA WHIP PANS FROM REGGIE'S BODY to ANOTHER BLACK MAN
sitting in an apartment on a VELVET COUCH.
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SONNY (V.O.)
Again, these guys are mostly Black
or Puerto Rican and actually take
in more than their habit costs. The
Local Connection buys from the...
CAMERA WHIP PANS FROM THE LOCAL CONNECTION to a FIVE MEN IN
THE BACK BOOTH OF A BAR. NOTICE ONE SKINNY BALD BLACK MAN.
SONNY (V.O.)
Major Connections. Here you get an
Italian or two and no one with a
habit or at least not for very
long. The Major Connection buys...
CAMERA WHIP PANS FROM THE BAR TO A GROUP OF WHITE MEN IN
SUITS. THEY STAND AT A TABLE IN A WAREHOUSE. ON THE TABLE IS
ABOUT 5 KILOS OF HEROIN AND STACKS OF CASH.
SONNY (V.O.)
from the Italian Connection, which
is to say, the Mob. These guys
never uae and they never see the
people who do use. To them it is
all business. The Italians bought
from the French...
CAMERA WHIP PANS FROM THE WAREHOUSE TO THE PORT OF
MARSEILLES.
SONNY (V.O.)
Though we couldn't figure out how
they were getting it in. And the
French bought it from the Turks.
CAMERA WHIP PANS FROM MARSEILLES TO A POPPY FIELD IN TURKEY.
SONNY (V.O.)
Which you think would get the
attention of our President.
CAMERA WHIP PANS FROM THE POPPY FIELD TO NIXON WHO HAPPENS TO
BE SHAKING ELVIS PRESLEY'S HAND IN THE OVAL OFFICE.
SONNY (V.O.)
Who might lend us a hand, seeing as
it was, as Popeye puts it...
CAMERA WHIP PANS TO POPEYE, LOOKING RIGHT INTO CAMERA...
POPEYE
A declaration of war on my city.
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SONNY (V.O.)
But it didn't, what got the
attention of this man...

15,

...

CAMERA WHIP PANS BACK TO NIXON AND ELVIS.
SONNY (V.O.)
Was this man.
CAMERA WHIP PANS TO JOHN LINDSAY, STANDING IN FRONT OF A
GROUP OF REPORTERS, SMILING HIS 1000 WATT SMILE.
SONNY (V.O.)
John Lindsay, our mayor. Was a
Republican, just became a Democrat
and was now gearing up to run for
President against that guy shaking
hands with Elvis. What Lindsay had
going for him, other than his movie
star looks, was the fact that there
hadn't been a race riot in New York
City. America's cities were burning
to the ground and New York remained
unscorched. This is what Lindsay
was running on. In fact, around
Lindsay, you were not even allowed
to say the word "riot".
CAMERA WHIP PANS BACK TO REGGIE 3, DEAD ON THE STOOP.
Sonny questions the Widow Reggie 3. Standing close are a
bunch of young Black men, Reggie 3's age. Reggie's crew.
POPEYE
Did you Bee who shot your husband?
REGGIE 3'S WIDOW
No, but that Spic GiGi been
threatening him cause he says
Reggie 3 been poaching GiGi'a
valued customers. He come around
here with an automatic and said
he'd shoot Reggie 3's ball off.
SONNY
Ball?
REGGIE 3'S WIDOW
He had but the one you know.
Popeye is going through the dead man's pockets. Nothing.
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POPEYE
Pockets are empty. Someone took his
junk and cash.
VOICE DOWN THE STREET
Hey Doyle! You helping yourself to
our dead brothers belonging?
Sonny and Popeye see CLEON WATERS just getting out of his
Monte Carlo. He is the BALD BLACK MAN WE NOTICED IN THE BAR.
SONNY (V.O.)
Cleon Waters. A major connection. A
major pain in my ass.
POPEYE
You got business here, Waters?
CLEON WATERS
My business is the death of this
brother Reggie 3. My business is .
the illumination of this tragedy.
SONNY (V.O.)
Waters was what we called "cute".
We knew that he was dealing but we
couldn't nail him. Yet. That drove
Popeye crazy and that made Cleon
Waters a happy man.
CLEON WATERS
(to the crowd)
MY BUSINESS IS TO SEE THAT THE
POLICE DON'T EMPTY REGGIE'S POCKETS
AND CART HIS BODY AWAY TO THE DUMP.
MY BUSINESS HERE IS JUS-TICE.
Popeye takes a step toward Cleon but Sonny puts a hand on his
arm, stopping him. People looking on, LISTENING TO CLEON.
SONNY (V.O.)
Call it what you want, but this is
how it starts. Drug war. Race riot.
CAMERA WHIP PANS TO A CLOSE UP OF MAYOR JOHN LINDSAY.
MAYOR LINDSAY
I do not want to hear the word
"riot". No one says it. NO ONE.
CUT TO:
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INT. HALLWAY OF GIGI'S APARTMENT BUILDING - 5TH FLOOR - DAY
Popeye and Sonny walk down the hall.
POPEYE
I should have busted that hump
Cleon Waters right there.
SONNY
For what?
POPEYE
For being a Class A scumbag.
SONNY
That's what he wants. Stir up
trouble and while we chase our
tail, he just moves more junk.
They knock on a door. It opens and a large, muscular Puerto
Rican man stands there.
POPEYE
What's happening, GiGi?
GiGi looks at the two cops, then looks back over his shoulder
at something in the apartment then GiGi slams the door.
Popeye kicks the door open, he and Sonny rush into...
CUT TO:
INT. GIGI'S APARTMENT - NEXT MOMENT
Gigi has grabbed something off the kitchen table and is
sprinting for the bathroom. Popeye and Sonny are after him.
Popeye leaps over the couch and grabs GiGi by the shoulders
BUT IT DOES NOT SLOW THE BIG MAN DOWN.
Sonny grabs GiGi by the lege. GiGi has a big bag of heroin in
his hand and is trying to get to the toilet with it. He drags
the two cops with him ae he heads toward the bathroom.
Popeye pulls Gigi by the shoulders as Sonny punches the big
man right between the legs. GiGi doubles over in pain, drops
the bag of heroin on the ground.
Sonny punches him in the balls again. Gigi -backB away, then
turns and PUNCHES SONNY REAL HARD in the stomach.
GIGI
You shouldn't have hit me there.
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Popeye comes at GiGi now but GiGi blocks Popeye'8 punches and
unloads with a flurry of his own, sending Popeye back.
SONNY (V.O.)
GiGi was a nickname. It stood for
Golden Gloves. He won it twice.
Popeye and Sonny look at each other then attack at the same
time, throwing themselves on GiGi, but the boxer is too much
for them and sends Popeye crashing into the table and Sonny
smacks into the fish tank, taking it to the floor.
GiGi moves to get the bag of heroin but stops when he hears
the HAMMERS of TWO GUNS being pulled back. He looks to see
Popeye and Sonny, breathing hard, aim their .38'a at him.
POPEYE
You shoot Reggie 3 in the head?
Popeye goes to GiGi and kicks him to his knees.
POPEYE
Hands in front.
GiGi puts hie hands in front of him and Popeye cuffs him.
GIGI
No. Who aaid that? I said I'd shoot
his ball off but not in the head.
I'd never shoot a man in the head.
Sonny picks up the bag of heroin.
SONNY
Yeah, why's that?
GIGI
"Thou shalt not murder" you break
that one man, you wind up in hell.
Popeye grabs GiGi by the cuffs and pulls him to his feet.
CUT TO:
INT. POPEYE AND SONNY'S CAR - SOON AFTER
Popeye drives. The bag of heroin on the passenger seat, sonny
and GiGi in the back seat.
They 8top as the war protest goee by in the cross street.
GIGI
...ungrateful commies...
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The protest passes and they drive on.
SONNY
I got to tell you, GiGi, you look
real good for the Reggie 3 thing.
POPEYE
We all like you for it.
GIGI
I don't shoot no one in.the head.
POPEYE
A lot of people say you threatened
him. That, plus this junk you were
trying to flush, I'd be looking to
cut a deal if I were you.
SONNY
This is America, GiGi, if it was a
business dispute, a jury can
understand that.
Sonny looks over at GiGi but all GiGi does is GROWL AT HIM.
POPEYE
What the hell was that?
SONNY
He growled at us.
POPEYE
You growl at us, GiGi?
Sonny looks over at GiGi and the big man, eyes wide, stares
straight at Sonny and GROWLS AT HIM AGAIN.
SONNY
You're giving me the creeps with
that crap. Cut it out.
GiGi growls again and then... real fast, GiGi reaches over
from the back seat, loops his cuffed hands around POPEYE'S
NECK and begins to CHOKE HIM WITH THE CUFF'S CHAIN.
POPEYE'S EYES BULGE OUT, HIS HANDS JERK THE STEERING WHEEL
AND HIS LEGS KICK OUT, JAMMING ON THE GAS.
CUT TO:
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EXT. POPEYE AND SONNY'S CAR - NEXT MOMENT
The car accelerates and then swerves, VIOLENTLY SIDE-SWIPING
car8 up and down the block.
CUT TO:
INT. POPEYE AND SONNY'S CAR - NEXT MOMENT
GiGi pulling tighter, Popeye arched back in the seat. Sonny
leaning over and hitting GiGi but his grip does not loosen.
SONNY (V.O.)
This was when the department regs
had us cuff our perps with their
hands in front. They changed that.
Popeye struggling for air, SONNY PUNCHING GIGI, the car
smashing into cars on its left and right. HORNS BLARING.
Sonny looks at Popeye who is turning blue. Sonny takes out
his .38 and begins to PISTOL WHIP GIGI with it.
Sonny smashes hie gun against Gigi's head. The ex-boxer
loosens his grip THEN GRABS SONNY'S GUN WITH ONE OF HIS
SHACKLED HANDS. Sonny and GiGi both have a hold on the gun.
They look each other in the eye as Gigi turns the gun B O that
soon it Will BE POINTED RIGHT AT POPEYE'S HEAD. GiGi'8
MASSIVE hand on the gun.
GiGi's PINKY SLIDING INTO THE TRIGGER GUARD with Sonny's
finger. Soon, Gigi will be able to shoot Popeye in the head.
Sonny struggles as he looks GiGi in the eyes. Sonny has no
choice. Sonny PULLS THE TRIGGER as GiGi JERKS THE GUN.
CUT TO:
EXT. POPEYE AND SONNY'S CAR - NEXT MOMENT
From inside the car a FLASH OF LIGHT, the BANG OF THE GUN and
a SPRAY OF RED BLOOD AGAINST THE WINDOWS.
The car ROARS out of control, PLOWS up onto the sidewalk and
SMASHES INTO THE POLICE STATION PRECINCT HOUSE.
The brick facade crumbles on the car as it shudders to a
halt. Cops and civilians come running as...
The driver's door opens and Popeye stumbles out. He has
gotten his head loose from the cuff chain but there is blood
all over his neck. He puts his hand there and HOWLS IN PAIN.
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Sonny, gun still in hand, clambers out after his partner. The
two look at each other and then Popeye says...
POPEYE
You shot me?
SONNY
What?
POPEYE
JAYSUS, SONNY, YOU SHOT ME1
More cops run from the station house as Sonny goes to Popeye.
SONNY
Popeye, ah, Popeye, I'm sorry.
POPEYE
YOU SHOT ME!
Sonny takes his handkerchief and begins to stem the blood
flow on Popeye's neck. Sonny is distraught.
SONNY
Hold on, Popeye. Just hold on.
But something is not right. Sonny begins to wipe away at the
blood on Popeye's neck until he finds.... NO GUN SHOT WOUND.
SONNY
You're not shot.
POPEYE
I AM SHOT.
SONNY
I DIDN'T SHOOT YOU!
POPEYE
IT HURTS LIKE HELL. I'M SHOT.
SONNY
It's a muzzle burn, Popeye.
The two look to the back seat of their car. A lot of blood
back there, but the door is open and GiGi is gone.
•UNIFORMED COP DOWN THE STREET
He's down here! We got him!
Popeye and Sonny look down the street where a. group of '
Uniformed Cops and Detectives surround a body on the ground.
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They push through the cops and see GiGi on the ground, still
cuffed and bleeding, SHOT IN THE FACE and SCREAMING IN BAIN.
The eight UNNERVES Sonny but Popeye just saye...
POPEYE
Someone call a bus for this guy.
Behind them, COPS AND ON-LOOKERS surround their wrecked car.
Sonny looks at Popeye, A WICKED MUZZLE BURN On his neck.
CUT TO:
INT. HOSPITAL EMERGENCY ROOM - NIGHT
Popeye sits on the table as a YOUNG INTERN cleans and dresses
his neck wound and burn. Sonny stands by looking on.
CUT TO:
INT. HOSPITAL CORRIDOR - SOON AFTER
Sonny walks down the hall. Popeye, bandaged, running after
him. Sonny gets to the elevator and pushes the UP BUTTON.
POPEYE
Where are you going?
SONNY
Don't start with me.
POPEYE
I asked you a question.
SONNY
I'm going to see GiGi.
POPEYE
I don't think he's in any condition
to answer questions. Sonny.
SONNY
I don't want to question him, I
just want to...
POPEYE
Want to what?
SONNY
I just want to see him.
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He's up there with his family. You
think he wants to see you? You
think his family wants to Bee you?
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...,

SONNY
You wouldn't understand.
The elevator opens and Sonny tries to step inside but Popeye
grabs his arm AND PULLS HIM BACK OUT.
POPEYE
You better explain it to me.
SONNY
I shot him, Popeye. I shot him in
the face and he's probably going to
die and then I'll have killed a man
and I have to go look at him.
POPEYE
What you think he deserves that
from you? He almost killed me. He
almost killed us. He deals drugs
for a living. And you're going up
there to drop off some human
kindness? Screw that and screw him.
Sonny tries to pull away. Popeye won't let him.
SONNY
I'm going. I have to see him.
POPEYE
You're not going.
The two begin to push at each other. Hard.
SONNY
I'm going.
POPEYE
You. Are. Not. Going.
Popeye grabs Sonny again and now SONNY PUNCHES POPEYE and
POPEYE PUNCHES SONNY BACK and within a matter of moments the
TWO PARTNERS ARE BRAWLING in the hospital corridor.
Like brothers, they fight hard, punching and kicking until
THREE UNIFORMED COPS rush over from the emergency room and
pull the two apart. Two cops on Popeye. One on Sonny. Then...
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UNIFORMED COP
Damn, you know who these guys are?
POPEYE
That's right, Porkchops, so unless
you want to write parking tickets
in Staten Island for the rest of
your twenty, I'd run along.
And they do. The cops let go and back away from the partners.
We hear them whispering "Holy shit, that was Popeye Doyle"..,
Popeye and Sonny breathing heavy, look at each other then..,
FEMALE VOICE
Detectives...
They turn to see a VERY PRETTY WOMAN, MID 20'S. Bright eyes,
thick curly hair. She is RACHEL ABROMOWITZ. She is also..
SONNY
Assistant District Attorney.
POPEYE
You here on the GiGi shooting?
ADA ABROMOWITZ
GiGi killing. They just pronounced.
This news gets to Sonny. Rachel sees this.
ADA ABROMOWITZ
Sorry, Sonny, I thought you knew.
POPEYE
It certainly is a loss for us all.
Rachel looks to Popeye.
POPEYE
All I can say is he'll be missed.
She dismisses Popeye with a look, then... to Sonny.
ADA ABROMOWITZ
Was it a clean shoot?
POPEYE
What kind of question is that?
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SONNY
The right kind of question, Popeye.
(to Rachel)
Yeah, it was a clean shoot.
ADA ABROMOWITZ
OK. Get me your statements and get
that heroin to the property clerk.
Sonny nods "yee". Another moment, a LOOK BETWEEN Rachel and
Sonny. Tenderness? Then she moves off down the hall.
CUT TO:
EXT. HOSPITAL - NIGHT
Popeye and Sonny stand quiet, not saying anything then...
SONNY
Popeye?
Slowly, Popeye turns and looks at his partner.
SONNY
I don't know where the drugs are.
That junk we took off GiGi, it wa8
in the car but after the crash when
they took you and GiGi to the
hospital I went back for it and it
was gone. There were so many people
in and but of that car, anyone
could have walked away with it.
A MOMENT as the two partners look out at the night.
SONNY
Without that bag of junk...
POPEYE
It will be there.
SONNY
...Popeye...
POPEYE
The junk, Sonny, it will be there.
Popeye walks off, into the night. Sonny watches him go.
SONNY (V.O.)
Mr. Doyle.
END OF ACT ONE
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ACT TWO
CLOSE ON - SONNY'S FACE
SONNY (V.O.)
You shoot a man in the face. You
kill him. Now, they take your guns
and put you on the couch. But then,
you blow the smoke off your .38,
and never talk about it again.
CUT TO:
INT. CONGRESSMAN FARIO CARDINALE'S OUTER OFFICE - DAY
A large plain room with rows of metal folding chairs. 100 of
them. Nearly 75 filled with neighborhood people, young, old,
men, women... all Italian. It is a waiting room. They wait*
Sonny waits in a chair too. VERDI plays somewhere nearby.
The door to the.INNER OFFICE opens and CONGRESSMAN FARIO
CARDINALE steps out. Six feet tall, thick hair, Italian good
looks. Even in his 50's he exudes strength. Cardinale stands
talking quietly in the door with A LITTLE OLD ITALIAN MAN.
SONNY (V.O.)
Fario Cardinale. Had been a New
York cop for 28 years, the most
highly decorated officer... ever.
Cardinale bids good-bye to the Little Old Italian Man and
motions for sonny to come to him. Sonny walks toward him.
SONNY (V.O.)
He goes to Congress. His people
come to him for everything. No
heat, potholes, bad landlords, dead
beat dads. He fixed all of it. They
were his people. He was their man.
They greet in the Italian fashion. A kiss on each cheek.
Fario has an OLD BULLET SCAR ON HIS NECK, he talks in a RASP.
SONNY

Ciao, Fario,

Come stai?

CARDINALE

Non c'e male, non c'e

male...

(re: old Italian man)
(MORE)
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CARDINALE (cont'd)
He says someone is stealing his
Playboys outta the mail box, three
months running now. I'll call the
publisher, get him the back issues.
SONNY (V.O.)
As a cop if you want to get ahead,
you need a hook, a Rabbi. Fario
Cardinale had been mine. He got me
in the detectives bureau. Maybe he
thought I was worth it. Maybe it
was because we were two Italians in
a sea of Irish.
Cardinale ushers Sonny into his inner office.
CUT TO:
INT. CONGRESSMAN FARIO CARDINALE'S INNER OFFICE - NEXT MOMENT
The walls lined with plaques and photos, a lifetime on the
job and a second lifetime in politics. The .38 SERVICE
REVOLVER STILL resides on the Congressman's belt.
Regally, Cardinale sits and motions for Sonny to do the same.
SONNY (V.O.)
He had his own shooting, years ago.
SUDDEN STROBED FLASH: Of a YOUNGER CARDINALE standing tall in
blue uniform, .38 in hand, BLEEDING BADLY from A GUNSHOT TO
HIS NECK. A dead GUNMEN at hie feet. The image FLASHES out...
BACK TO SCENE IN CARDINALE'S OFFICE:
CARDINALE
When it was over, I could hear the
leaves turning in the trees, I
could smell the electricity in the
wires. I could feel every thing.
SONNY (V.O.)
The only thing I could feel was the
weight of my gun and I wasn't sure
if it was too heavy for me.
CUT TO:
EXT. NEW YORK CITY STREET - NYU - DAY
The anti-war protests in full swing. A throng of ANGRY
STUDENTS face off against a line of UNIFORMED COPS.
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Popeye stands behind the cops, eats a pretzel, enjoys the
show. He scans the crowd of students. Looking for something
CUT TO:
INT. CONGRESSMAN FARIO CARDINALE'S INNER OFFICE -DAY
Cardinale looks at Sonny and then...
CARDINALE
It was a clean shoot, Sonny. You
got those chain marks on your
partner's throat and you got the
junk. I poked around downtown, no
one has a problem with it.
But it looks like Sonny might have a problem with it. He
doesn't say it but Cardinale goes and sits next to him.
CARDINALE
You need to cry. Do it here. You
need to scream. Do it now. Puke,
piss, crap, whatever it is, do it
now and get it out. Then you get
yourself in shape or they will flop
you back into uniform and there's
squat I can do about it.
(beat then...)
Truth is that worthless dirtbag you
shot is going to be in you for the
rest of your life, and that's that.
Sonny nodB yes. "That's that". Cardinale goes to his desk.
CARDINALE
New business. I got a call from a
Fed wants to talk to you.
SONNY
What's a Fed want to talk about?
CARDINALS
I didn't ask. He knows I'm your
Rabbi, asked me to set it up.
SONNY
Have him come by the station.
CARDINALE
He can't do that, can't be seen
there. Wants to talk to you, alone.
No Popeye. Just you. Understand.
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SONNY
You want to tell me why a Fed wants
to talk to me and not my partner?

*-.

CARDINALE
Why is it always a discussion with
you? Just listen to what he says.
Sonny nods OK. Cardinale gives him the Fed's number. Sonny
stands and the two embrace good-bye. A moment then...
CARDINALE
Work the case, go to church, spend
time with family. Family helps.
(they separate)
Your partner, Popeye, he didn't
pull the trigger but he was there
too. How is he dealing with it?
CUT TO:
INT. N.Y.U. DORM - CORRIDOR - DAY
LED ZEPPELIN, anarchy, pot smoke and sex in the air. Raggedy
students and protest signs litter the hall.
CUT TO:
INT. DORM ROOM - DAY
A STOP THE WAR sign on the floor, Zeppelin on the TURNTABLE
and in bed, 19 year old CINDY on Popeye. As she finishes...
CINDY
...My bourgeoise daddy wants me to
come to the Country Club dance. I
should bring you, that would blow
his mind. "Dad, this is Popeye, the .
fascist cop I'm banging".
She finishes riding him then she climbs off, scampers out of
bed and goes to the electric kettle in the corner.
CINDY
I'll make us some tea.
POPEYE
Make me coffee.
CINDY
No coffee. I'm boycotting the
international coffee cartel.
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POPEYE
Coffee cartel. Why do I come here?

4.

Cindy turns back to face Popeye and shows him why.
CINDY
Because I'm a 19 year old... with a
19 year old body.
POPEYE
Mmm...19... Come back here...
CINDY
No. Tea and talk first, then that.
CAMERA FOLLOWS CINDY as she bends to the electric kettle.
CINDY
I want to ask you something. The
Weatherman say that if you think
what you're doing is morally right,
you can justify any act. Isn't that
how you feel about what you do?
FROM behind Cindy the SOUND of a door closing, she turns to
see POPEYE IS GONE. Cindy pouts for a second then...
CINDY
PIG!
CUT TO:
INT. FLORIST - DAY
Popeye picks out an ENORMOUS BOUQUET of flowers from the very
ATTRACTIVE SALES GIRL. He lets her help him choose flowers.
CUT TO:
EXT. SONNY'S HOUSE - QUEENS - BACKYARD - DAY
A brick blue collar house in a blue collar neighborhood.
A PARTY IN PROGRESS, about 50 people. Italian Americans.
Families, a few Priests, a few nuns, a few guys who look like
they might be Jr. Wiseguys or just neighborhood wanna-bes.
Hot sausages cook on the grill. A big banner hangs between
two trees: GIVE THEM HELL. VINCENT. COME BACK SAFE.

VINCENT, just 19, in his DRESS ARMY UNIFORM stands surrounded
by a a bevy of dewy eyed girlB. He is going to Viet Nam.
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Sonny stands talking with his LITTLE ITALIAN MOM.
SONNY'S MOM
Maybe later, you get your nephew
Vincent alone and talk with him.

' "

Sonny looks over at Vincent and the dewy eyed girls.
SONNY
Vincent looks like he's doing okay
for himself, Ma.
SONNY'S MOM
He'8 acared, Salvatore, he looks up
to you. I want you to talk to him.
Can't you ever just say "yeB, Ma"?
SONNY
Yes, Ma.
She smiles but then sees something behind Sonny that makes
her look as if she has just eaten something bad.
SONNY'S MOM
What'8 he doing here?
Sonny turns and sees Popeye walk into the backyard, grab a
beer from the cooler and a sausage sandwich then come over to
Sonny and his Ma. Popeye'8 smile does not charm Sonny's Ma.
POPEYE
Mrs.

RUSBO...

SONNY'S MOM
(re: his sandwich)
I suppose you want ketchup on that.
POPEYE
That would be grand, Mrs. RUSBO.
She walks off to get Popeye his ketchup. Popeye sees Vincent.
POPEYE
Little Vincent going to war.
SONNY
The kid enlisted.
POPEYE
So did you.
Members of Sonny's family look at Popeye, then look away. No
one is happy to see him or says hello. Not even the nuns.
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Popeye trades looks with a COUPLE OF CHUBBY GUYS in the
corner, they look at Popeye then quickly look away.
,...
POPEYE
I thought those two were currently
guests of the state.
SONNY
They got weekend passes to say goodbye to Vincent.
POPEYE
What did that coat?
SONNY
Don't start with me today.
The chubby guys look back at Popeye. He blows them a kiss.
Popeye sees a pretty 17 year old girl.
POPEYE
Your niece Marie's growing up.
SONNY
I will knee-cap you.
(Pause. Here it is...)
We have to talk to GiGi'e crew. See
if GiGi did do Reggie 3.
POPEYE
I know where they are right now.
SONNY
I'll get

